
TOP 10 BEST RESUME WRITING SERVICES

Read reviews and choose the best resume writing services from top brands including LinkedIn, TopResume, Monster
and more.

Great Resumes Fast works across a broad array of industries and roles. Pros: Great Resumes Fast is
well-priced, offers one of the faster delivery times on the market, and is a highly credible and well-rounded
company. Special features â€” do you get something extra for your money? It started offering resume services
a while backâ€”writing, review, editing, etc. Each package comes with a minute phone consultation. How long
have their writers been with the company? That is hardly an objective evaluation. If you ever want to have a
real conversation with your writer, it charges extra for the phone call. The DIY Resume Training price is
stomachable and includes training that helps you write your own resume. However, if the company did a poor
job writing your resume the first time, chances are the quality won't improve the second time around.
TopResume has its share of weaknesses. Its business has over employees, and that may not even include
contract or freelance writers. Cons: There were a few cons that really stuck out to us while doing our research.
The entry-level package includes an executive resume delivered in multiple formats and digitally stored for
future access, a value proposition letter, executive thank you letter template, and three Bestselling guidebooks.
When you interview LinkedIn ProFinder candidates, make sure to ask for references, their website, and
portfolio of past work. Are the documents written by the person you are on the phone with? Resumes Planet
focuses on result-oriented documents, does not use general templates, and offers an interview guarantee. Pros
of using TopResume TopResume has built a very successful business in an industry with a lot of competition
and a lot of noise. Find My Profession operates virtually and does not accept in-person visits. Bonus: they
offer an option for local-only or remote professionals. How LinkedIn ProFinder works: 1. Laura Smith-Proulx
is very credible, trustworthy, and well known in the industry. The Accelerated Package includes a resume,
cover letter, and LinkedIn profile. Latest Articles. We believe that a collaborative editing process is important
for as long as someone needs to edit until they are happy.


